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LARDER UNITS
a Storage Wonder!

SAVE TIME AND MONEY WITH AN  
ORGANISED FOOD STORAGE SYSTEM

The major advantage of centralised food storage is that you always know 
exactly where to find what you want. No more wasting time hunting through 

your kitchen for lentils, raisins, oatmeal, or anything else you may need!  
A centralised food storage system eliminates the need for walking around and, 

more importantly, cuts out unnecessary duplicate purchases.  
peka’s contemporary kitchen larder organisers are highly versatile and can 

easily be adapted to suit whatever you want to store.

A LARDER UNIT PULL-OUT IS A MUST-HAVE 
FOR PRACTICALLY ANY KITCHEN

When your ingredients are stored at eye level next to your fridge or oven,  
you can see them all at a glance and access them quickly and easily.  

Whether you have a narrow 150 mm unit or a wide 600 mm one, peka has  
the right system for you.

Our height-adjustable shelves can easily be moved around to meet your  
needs, so you can store your bottles and food packages however you like.  

The only thing you still have to do is cook!

Our systems glide open smoothly in just one easy step, giving you an 
unbeatable overview of everything stored inside. And believe us, there is space 

for a whole lot of things – from groceries or tableware to cooking utensils or 
cleaning products. With peka’s larder unit solutions, your days of rummaging 

through drawers to find what you need will finally be over!

peka kitchen furniture and accessories – combining smart innovations with Swiss quality since 1964.  
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PEKA LARDER UNIT SYSTEMS: SMART USE OF  
STORAGE SPACE AND SO MUCH MORE BESIDES

Direct access

Everything you need within easy reach – all you need  

to do is open the unit door! Our clearly laid-out systems 

give you immediate access to every item on every shelf, 

enabling you to save valuable time when opening or 

closing your unit and storing or removing items.

Excellent use of space

peka storage solutions use every last inch of space inside 

a unit, from the bottom right to the very top. And since 

the shelves’ walls are so thin, no space is wasted around 

the sides either.

A clear overview

Having a clear overview of the items stored in your unit 

saves both time and money: you can find what you need 

quickly and keep track of your groceries, which helps you 

avoid unnecessary duplicate purchases and prevent food 

spoilage. Who knew that reducing food waste in your 

household could be so easy?

Flexibility

With our height-adjustable shelves, you can tailor your 

unit to your needs. You can even add extra shelves if  

you like!

Easy Reach

Unlike drawer-based solutions, our pull-outs are open  

at the front, giving you immediate access to the unit’s 

contents when you open the unit door. The perfect 

solution for people with limited mobility.

Most of us only have limited space available in our kitchens, making it all the more important for us 

to use our units effectively. peka larder unit systems are the ideal solution. Not only do they help 

you use every last inch of the available storage space, they offer a range of other benefits too:
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EVEN MORE FLEXIBILITY
WITH SMART ACCESSORIES

Extra shelves 

Get an extra level of shelving and twice the 

amount of storage space with these handy 

magnetic shelves.

Divider

Magnetic dividers are a flexible way for you to 

organise the space on your Libell shelves and stop 

stored items from falling out of the unit

Non-slip mats

A practical solution that stops your unit’s contents 

from sliding around.

Customising your larder unit could not be easier with our range of handy optional accessories. 

Just order what you need for a larder unit that is tailored to you.
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Unit width 600 mm

Interior depth 500 mm

Interior height 1900 mm

Design
      

Great for storing
        

Price category $$$

Summary

PLENO PLUS
Larder Unit System

AN UNBEATABLE OVERVIEW AND 
EXCELLENT ACCESSIBILITY WITH A  

SPLIT-SHELF SYSTEM
Just one gentle tug brings all the shelves – even the top one –  
out at the same time, giving you a full overview of the unit’s 

entire contents. The system’s smart, clear layout ensures that 
every item on the shelves is always within easy reach. You 
always know exactly where to find what you want and do 

not need to hunt through drawers searching for it. The higher 
shelves are split for even easier access: items can be stored on 

the shelves on the door or inside the main pull-out.

An unbeatable overview and excellent accessibility in one  
user-friendly package: the Pleno Plus larder unit system.
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Pleno Plus is structured exactly like a fridge: 

smaller groceries and spice jars can be stored 

in the door shelves, bigger bags and groceries 

in the higher pull-out shelves, and large pots 

and dishes in the lower pull-out shelves.

Note: Timber Fioro not stocked in Australia.

SPLIT SHELVES FOR 
AN UNBEATABLE OVERVIEW
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A CLEAR OVERVIEW
AND EXCELLENT ACCESS

Upper storage area

•  Everything in the unit is easy to reach – even 

items stored on the top shelf, since the shelves 

are only half the depth of the unit

• Direct access to items stored at eye level

Lower storage area

Spacious shelves for large pots and dishes

Pull-out

All the shelves slide right out of the unit.

All the shelves slide out at the same time when the door is opened

Everything is within easy reach, even items on the top shelf

Direct access in one easy step

An unbeatable overview – no more rummaging around and no more food spoilage

Uses every last inch of space in your unit, from top to bottom

The ultimate in flexibility, with practical accessories and height-adjustable shelves
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Pleno Plus vs. drawers

When it comes to choosing the right storage system for your larder unit, conventional drawers have nothing on 

Pleno Plus!

+ The unit’s entire contents glide out smoothly when 

you open the door, instantly giving you a full 

overview of all the items stored inside.

+ All the shelves are extendable, even the top one.

+ Just like in a fridge, the unit’s contents are 

distributed across the door shelves and the pull-out 

shelves. This gives you an immediate overview of

 the stored items and ensures they can all be reached 

easily, even if they are on the top shelf.

+ The shelves’ heights can be adjusted to match 

the height of the packages or containers you wish 

to store.

PLENO PLUS – THE LAST WORD IN PRACTICAL, 
USER-FRIENDLY STORAGE
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A full overview in just one easy step

No other storage solution offers this 

ingenious combination of large 

shelves lower down, medium-sized 

shelves higher up and smaller shelves 

on the door, a layout that guarantees 

maximum visibility at every level.
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Summary

STANDARD
Larder Unit System

A CLEAR, ORGANISED STORAGE 
SOLUTION FOR NARROW UNITS

Narrow larder unit pull-outs are a real storage wonder, so it is 
hardly surprising they are so popular. Just one gentle tug lets 

you see all the items in the unit at a glance, no matter how 
high they are stored. Who would have thought you could fit so 
much into such a narrow space? There is room for groceries, 

packets, tins, bottles, spices, and much, much more.

And since the system is accessible from two sides, you will 
always find what you are looking for – your days of hunting 
through drawers are finally over! The Standard larder unit 

system is just what you need.

Unit width 150 / 300 / 400 / 450 mm

Interior depth 505 mm

Interior height 1805–2260 mm

Design
        

Great for storing
    

Price category $$
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PERFECT
FOR NARROW UNITS

Perfect for narrow units up to 450 mm wide

The thin-walled shelves enable you to make best use of your storage space

A clear overview and direct access from two sides

Every last inch of space in the unit is used to the full

Height-adjustable shelves for unrivalled flexibility

Smooth slide-out system with built-in soft-opening and soft-closing mechanisms

E-Touch available as an option: open and close your unit automatically

The shelves’ exceptionally thin walls 

allow you to make full use of every last 

inch of space inside your unit, creating 

plenty of room for clearly laid-out, 

organised storage. You even have an 

excellent view – from both sides! –  

of the items on the highest shelves.
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Perfect for narrow units: even recesses measuring just 

150 mm across can be used for storage. A pull-out system 

provides an unbeatable overview of the stored items.

Excellent access from two sides: you even have a clear 

view of groceries in small or short containers.

APPLICATIONS AND
IDEAS

At long last,
I can see 
everything
that’s in my 
larder!

from
150 mm



1 – Pleno Plus Larder Pull-Out 

Colour: white

Unit widths: 600 mm

Interior depth: 500 mm 

2 – Standard larder pull-out

with Libell clip-on shelf

Colour: white

Unit widths: 150/300/400/450 mm

Installation height: 1805–2260 mm

3 – Standard 150 larder pull-out

with Libell clip-on shelf

Colour: white

Unit width: 150 mm

Installation height: 1805–2260 mm

4 – Standard larder pull-out

with Libell clip-on shelf

Colour: anthracite

Unit widths: 150/300/400/450 mm

Installation height: 1805–2260 mm

5 – Pleno plus larder pull-out

with Libell clip-on shelf

Colour: anthracite

Unit widths: 600 mm

Installation height: 1900 mm

6 – Divider Set Magnetic (Set of 4) 

Colour: white

For Libel shelves

Can be attached to the shelf (base or side)  

or the nonslip mat

7 – Divider Set Magnetic (Set of 4) 

Colour: anthracite

For Libel shelves

Can be attached to the shelf (base or side)  

or the nonslip mat

2 3

1

4

6 7

5



8 – Clip On Shelf (Set of 5) 

Colours: white and anthracite

For Standard Larder Pull-Out

9 – Non-slip Mat Set Standard Libell

Gummed on both sides

Raised diamond pattern

Easy to remove for cleaning

10 – Full Extension Runners

Colours: white and anthracite

Soft opening and closing

Moves smoothly and quietly

ClickFixx assembly and easy adjustment

11 – Extendo Libell larder pull-out

Colour: anthracite

Unit widths: 450/600/900 mm

Interior depth: 500 mm

12 – Extendo Libell pull-out shelf

Colour: anthracite

Unit widths: 450/600/900 mm

Interior depth: 500 mm

13 – Snello base unit pull-out

Colours: white and anthracite

Unit widths: 150/200/300 mm

Installation height: 520 mm 

14 – Snello towel rail extension 

Colour: anthracite

Unit width: 150 mm

Installation height: 660 mm

15 – Extendo Libell pull-out 

Colour: white

Unit width: 450/600/900 mm

Interior depth: 500 mm

16 – Snello base unit pull-out

Colours: white and anthracite

Unit widths: 150/200/300 mm

Installation height: 520 mm

8

9

10 12

13

11 14

16

15

Also available 
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KITCHEN

Are you planning a new kitchen?  

Then do it with peka. We will pull out 

all the stops to ensure that your 

kitchen not only looks good, but also 

– and more importantly –  

makes your work easier.

From spacious larder unit pull-outs 

and smart corner storage solutions to 

handy waste systems, peka’s  

ingenious mechanisms and kitchen 

and furniture fittings will soon have 

you feeling right at home in your new 

or renovated kitchen.

BARRIER-FREE 

LIVING

peka’s product range features 

a lot of items that are perfect 

fits for barrier-free kitchens 

and living areas. 

They help people with limited 

mobility to independently 

improve their quality of life by 

making things that bit more 

comfortable and convenient.

PEKA’S OTHER AREAS OF EXPERTISE
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ABOUT US

Your enjoyment of your home is our chief 

concern. We at peka are passionate about 

enhancing your enjoyment of your home with 

our practical, flawlessly made furniture fittings 

that combine an attractive appearance with 

unmatched quality.

We have been developing and manufacturing 

pull-outs, accessories and smart interior 

solutions for the kitchen and furniture industry 

for over fifty years. Thanks to our steadfast 

commitment to finding out exactly what our 

customers want, our products are always 

designed to respond to real needs, so it is only 

natural that they stand out through their  

user-friendliness, unparalleled quality and 

space-saving design.

Our unwavering dedication to producing 

inventive, space-saving solutions and our 

resolute refusal to compromise on quality and 

functionality have made us a global leader 

in our industry. Today, we are one of the top 

market providers of larder unit pull-outs, slide-

out corner systems and ecologically designed 

waste sorting systems. Our numerous 

international patents stand testament to our 

ingenuity.

peka-metall AG was set up as a family-run 

business in 1964. Its head office is in Mosen, on 

the shores of Lake Hallwil near Lucerne. As an 

independent Swiss manufacturing and trading 

company, it has established a leading position 

in the furniture sector. We currently employ 

around 130 people and sell our products in 

over 50 countries around the world.

peka – combining smart innovations with Swiss quality since 1964.  
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T 1300 668 371   F 1300 668 372   E info@nover.com.au    

www.nover.com.au

NOVER & CO PTY LIMITED 
ABN 15 001 706 038

Locations
NSW

Sydney –   
Head Office

19 Wonderland Drive,

Eastern Creek NSW 2766

Phone: 1300 668 371

Fax: 1300 668 372

 
Newcastle

93 Munibung Road,

Cardiff NSW 2285

Phone: (02) 4956 6626

Fax: (02) 4956 6619

Orange

38 Leewood Drive,

Orange NSW 2800

Phone: (02) 6362 9666

Fax: (02) 6361 4513

Port Macquarie

40 Jindalee Road,

Port Macquarie NSW 2444

Phone: (02) 6581 2202

Fax: (02) 6581 2220

Wagga Wagga

1B Wentworth Street, 

Wagga Wagga NSW 2650

Phone: (02) 6921 6499

Fax: (02) 6921 7411

Wollongong

3 Lady Penryhn Drive,

Unanderra NSW 2526

Phone: (02) 4271 3266

Fax: (02) 4271 7800

QLD

Brisbane –   
Main Office

Unit 4/22

Eastern Service Road,

Stapylton QLD 4207

Phone: 1300 599 057 

Fax: 1300 599 347

Townsville

1/33 Hugh Ryan Drive,

Garbutt QLD 4814

Phone: (07) 4775 3500

Fax: (07) 4779 3390

ACT

Fyshwick

Unit 10/145-147 Gladstone Street,

Fyshwick ACT 2609 

Phone: (02) 6299 1100

Fax: (02) 6147 3505  

VIC

Melbourne

30 Jersey Road,

Bayswater VIC 3153

Phone: (03) 9729 0666

Fax: (03) 9720 5175

07000109


